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Additionally, accelerated economic growth is starting to surface in key monetization metrics of individual
games. This year, million Indian consumers will use smartphones, double that of two years ago and growing to
million in  Diwakar thinks will be the year when e-sports really begins to peak in the country. Mobile-first The
Indian gaming story is likely to be somewhat similar to the pattern of growth in other forms of media. This
marks a significant change in how the Indian market has functioned so far. PC sales in India have increased on
account of the decrease in prices due to decrease in import duties on hardware components and increased
competition. Since many brands want to advertise particularly to the youth, e-sports and gaming present the
perfect opportunity. According to our Global Tablet and Smartphone Tracker , India ranks very low when it
comes to the share of high-end smartphones in use: 7. The growth of Internet cafes such as Sify i-way and
Reliance WebWorld, who have installed online games to attract more consumers, has also contributed to the
rise in online gaming in India. The game throws random players in a set location who kill each other and win
the match. Impact of Internet With a dramatic rise in internet penetration and dirt cheap data prices, India has
seen a wave of young millennials, hailing from smaller cities and towns, flood a slew of online services.
Leveraging a wide variety of Nielsen data sets, the report analyzes topics not only relevant to Millennials but
ultimately the wider media landscape including advertising, social media, communication, entertainment
spending, technology and more. The APAC territories are a primary driver of continued growth for the global
games industry, as the number of smartphone users in emerging markets such as India and Southeast Asia
grows exponentially and, at the same time, the willingness to spend on mobile games grows in more
established markets like China and Japan. Despite the growth and opportunities for development, the Indian
gaming industry has to deal with challenges such as scarcity of skilled professionals and high prevalence of
piracy. This adds to the burgeoning number of gaming events that are already happening in the country. In
fact, Japanese gamers spend most of any country, particularly for mobile games. The PC gaming segment in
India mainly consists of youth and college students. Since then, the number of smartphones in use continues to
outpace global adoption. In order to maintain a steady level of viewers, creators must be attentive to their
audiences and provide new content frequently. Mobile and pro-gaming Most developers, gamers, and creators
agree that mobile gaming has a significant impact on the overall market. Such changes in social outlook are
already evident, such as the recent Taapsee Pannu starrer Bollywood flick Game Over, whose central premise
is: what if life were a video game. These projections are analyzed in multiple ways, comparing year-on-year
growth rates, market share, CAGRs, and absolute amounts in USD between the regions and segments, as well
as the development of specific regions or segments in time. On average, they watch for nearly six hours each
week. Industry stakeholders say they have seen a definite growth in the number of streamers. Remarkably, the
rise of mobile gaming has not significantly cannibalized revenues from PC or console gaming markets. How
important are video games to Millennials? Ankur Diwakar JauntyTank himself is working on a mentorship
program, through which he will charge people to train and help gamers build a career in the industry.


